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Cholera remains a global threat in the 21st century, chiefly due to the continued lack of
adequate resource provision and the political will to ensure a safe potable water supply and
sanitary waste disposal for a burgeoning global population. The current Special Issue on
cholera provides an overview of the available control measures from the perspectives of
bioecology, immunology and vaccinology and treatment. These modalities have the
potential to reduce cholera case fatality rates to less than 1% if properly implemented. In
this Special Issue on cholera, the current state of the art in science-based control measures is
reported on by several of the world’s leaders in research on the control of cholera and allied
acute watery diarrheal diseases.

Dr. Rita Colwell, Dr. Anwar Huq and colleagues at the University of Maryland and the
University of Florida will review the latest information on environmental factors related to
the prediction and prevention of cholera. Dr. Jacqueline Dean and Dr. John Clemens
contribute an overview of recent insights into the performance of licensed and
recommended cholera vaccines. Dr. Jan Holmgren will present an update on cholera
immunity and the next generation of cholera vaccines. Dr. David Nalin will discuss cholera
treatment options and optimums for the 21st century, and Dr. Richard A. Cash will focus on
bringing diarrhea treatment, control, and prevention to the community.
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MDPI Books offers quality open access book publishing to promote the exchange of ideas and
knowledge in a globalized world. MDPI Books encompasses all the benefits of open access – high
availability and visibility, as well as wide and rapid dissemination. With MDPI Books, you can
complement the digital version of your work with a high quality printed counterpart.

Open Access
Your scholarly work is accessible worldwide without any restrictions. All
authors retain the copyright for their work distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License.

Author Focus
Authors and editors profit from MDPI’s over two decades of experience in open
access publishing, our customized personal support throughout the entire
publication process, and competitive processing charges as well as unique
contributor discounts on book purchases.

High Quality & Rapid Publication
MDPI ensures a thorough review for all published items and provides a fast
publication procedure. State-of-the-art research and time-sensitive topics are
released with a minimum amount of delay.

High Visibility
Due to our global network and well-known channel partners, we ensure
maximum visibility and broad dissemination. Title information of books is sent
to international indexing databases and archives, such as the Directory of Open
Access Books (DOAB), and the Verzeichnis Lieferbarer Bücher (VLB).

Print on Demand and Multiple Formats
MDPI Books are available for purchase and to read online at any time. Our
print-on-demand service offers a sustainable, cost-effective and fast way to
publish MDPI Books printed versions.
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